2014 chevy cruze tail lights

Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive
replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for
your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name for
replacement parts th We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote.
Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select
your vehicle. Refine by:. Tail Light part. Quantity Sold. Shop Chevrolet Cruze Tail Light.
Showing 1 - 12 of 12 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Page 1 of 1
Showing 1 - 12 of 12 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. ReplaceXL - the
most affordable brand name for replacement parts that Feb 08, Plug and Play. Exact match and
perfect fit. Plug and play. Rob Barnett. Purchased on Jan 29, Jan 27, Fit like it was suppose to.
David Silkworth. Purchased on Apr 10, Dec 28, I just love my new tail light it fit perfectly and
what a Amazing price I will refer you guys to everyone. Purchased on Dec 11, Show More.
Helpful Automotive Resources. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights
Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility
Statement. The tools needed to replace the tail light bulbs include a small flathead screwdriver
and a Phillips head screwdriver. To replace the parking light bulb, you'll just need the flat head
screwdriver. Pry off the two grey round plastic screw covers along the inner edge of the tail
light housing that were hidden by the trunk lid with the small flathead screwdriver. Remove the
two screws behind the covers with the Phillips head screwdriver by turning them counter
clockwise. Set the screws aside in a safe place. If you have trouble removing it, try gently
wiggling the housing back and forth while pulling. Turn the housing over and rest it on the
bumper. Place a towel in between the tail light and bumper to avoid scratching the paint or the
plastic lens. On the back of the tail light, you'll see four light bulb sockets including the brake,
turn signal, reverse and rear side marker bulbs. Pull the old brake light bulb straight out of the
socket and push in a new or K bulb. Pull the old reverse bulb straight out of the socket and
push in a new bulb. Pull out the old bulb and push in a new amber colored A or NA bulb. The
small black rear side marker light bulb socket is located at the outer edge of the housing. Pull
the old bulb straight out of the socket and push in a new bulb. If necessary, you may also use
any other miniature wedge base bulb such as the , , , W5W or a brighter LED unit. Line up the
two black metal pegs or "spikes" on the rear of the tail light housing with the corresponding
holes on the rear corner of the vehicle. Re-insert the two screws and tighten them with the
Phillips head screwdriver by turning them clockwise until they are snug. Do not over tighten the
screws to avoid cracking the plastic tail light housing. Flip up the two screw covers and push
them back in to place. Remove the round black plastic pop rivet fasteners on the carpet trunk lid
liner by first prying out the smaller center piece with a flathead screwdriver and then pull out the
entire fastener. Pull off the black plastic cover from the trunk lid locking latch mechanism.
Double check that the latch cover is securely in place. Make sure that the center piece of each
black plastic pop rivet fastener is raised up. Push the center piece of each fastener in to secure
them in place. Close the trunk. Test the new tail light bulbs by having someone turn on the
headlights, press the brake pedal, activate the hazard signals and place the transmission in
reverse. If you found this guide to be helpful, please consider making a small donation by
clicking on the PayPal. Thank you! Note: I am not a registered charity. Donations are not tax
deductible. Open Trunk Lid. Pry Out Screw Covers. This automotive "how-to" guide was
specifically written to assist owners of the first generation , , , and possibly the model year GM
Chevrolet Cruze in changing a burnt out brake, turn signal, reverse, parking light or rear side
marker bulb in the tail light assemblies. Remove Upper Screw. Lower Phillips Head Screw. The
first two steps are to pop open the trunk lid and move to the side of your Cruze with the burnt
out tail light bulb. Pull Off Tail Light Housing. Turn Over Assembly. Brake Light Bulb Socket.
Carefully pull the tail light assembly straight off the rear of the vehicle. Pull Out Old Brake Bulb.
Pull Out Old Reverse Bulb. The light grey reverse light bulb socket is located at the bottom
inner corner of the tail light. Rear Side Marker Bulb. Push On Tail Light Housing. Replace Two
Phillips Screws. Push In Screw Covers. Gently push the tail light housing back in to place until
it is flush with the vehicle's metal body panels. Parking Light In Trunk Lid. Carpet Trunk Lid
Cover. Pry Out Center of Fastener. The parking light bulb is located in a separate housing on
the trunk lid. Remove Plastic Fastener. Pull Out Other Pop Rivet. Pull Off Trunk Latch Cover.
Remove the fasteners all around the housing with the burnt out parking light bulb. Pull Back
Trunk Lid Carpet. Pull back the carpet trunk lid liner to access the green parking light bulb
socket. Remove Bulb Socket. Pull Old Bulb Straight Out. Re-Insert Bulb Socket. Pull the old
parking light bulb straight out of the socket and push in a new bulb. Push On Trunk Latch
Cover. Push In Pop Rivet Fasteners. Push the trunk lid liner back in to place and pop the black
plastic latch cover over the mechanism. Push In Center of Fasteners. Trunk Lid Liner Replaced.
Test New Tail Light Bulbs. Re-insert the fasteners in through the trunk lid liner and in to holes in

the metal trunk lid. Paul's Travel Pictures is a participant in the Amazon Services LLC
Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for sites to
earn advertising fees by advertising and linking to Amazon. The Absolute Highest Quality
Available. Our Accessories and Performance Parts are all Major Name Brands that are built to
last, with quality components and materials. Special order part. Allow business days before
shipping. Many parts include a longer manufacturer backed warranty. Some manufacturers offer
warranties longer than 1 year. After the first year of warranty you can contact the manufacturer
directly for warranty assistance. We will replace the parts free of charge for any reason not
caused by collision or installation, other human intervention, incorrect application,
modifications, use of the products outside the context of its normal, customary, and intended
operating conditions including without limitation, any form of commercial, fleet, rental or
off-road use , or physical damage for 1 years and only for the vehicle in which the part was
originally installed. Warranty Covers only one replacement in the warranty period. Multiple
Replacements are not covered, after one replacement warranty will no longer be in effect.
Warranty Is non transferable and is only valid for the VIN number of the vehicle in which it was
purchased for. Warranty does not transfer to new owner of item purchased or vehicle
purchased with the item installed. Contact Us by text at or by phone at with your order number,
the items that are defective and the problems you are experiencing. We will attempt to resolve
your issue by phone or text; if it cannot be solved we will provide specific instructions on how
to obtain warranty replacement at no charge to you within the 1 year warranty period. Contact
the manufacturer directly to start the warranty process with them directly. Be sure to keep a
copy of your purchase receipt from us they may ask to see it. If it becomes lost contact us we
can email you a copy. On Rare Occasions Manufacturers will discontinue production of certain
parts over time. However if none is available, your warranty will becomes void If the part is no
longer produced or obtainable. You can verify discontinuation by contacting the manufacturer
with the part number from your original order. Occasionally a part may be back ordered from
the manufacturer during the warranty period. If this occurs we will notify you of the expected
date of the arrival of the part. At that date you can contact us and we will begin the warranty
process at that time, Back orders and delays, although rare, are beyond our control. If we
cannot resolve you issue by phone, we give you information on sending the item back for
replacement. Warranty Parts will be shipped to you via ground shipping the next day after we
receive your defective item. We pay the shipping to you from us. The return shipping inbound to
us is your responsibility after 30 days of purchase. If you item is defective within the first 30
days of purchase, we pay shipping both ways. Warranty does not cover any item that goes
missing before, during or after installation. You will want to be sure you install your part tightly,
and correctly. You will want to contact your auto insurance company for any stolen parts, or
parts that become detached or lost after installation. We are in no way liable for improper
installation. Need More Help? Genuine parts do not come with instructions as they are designed
for dealership technicians to install. We only sell what is listed here for sale on our site. We
don't carry any other parts for sale. Our inventory changes daily, so check back soon for what
you need! We only sell parts that are in high demand, are hard to find, or in the case of genuine
parts, are sold at the new car dealership only. This helps you to find exactly what you need
without having to sort through thousands of parts, and it lets us be experts on what we sell.
We're adding new products and brands every month. If your brand is not listed, come back
soon. Our parts are thoroughly tested for fitment, and will only fit exactly what they are listed to
fit and nothing else. If your exact year make and model and other specs are not listed we can
guarantee the part will not fit. This is a special order part. This means that normally it takes us a
few business days to get the part here to ship out. When shipping USPS, shipping time to you is
normally about 3 days, so expect about 5 days to get your part. Simply return it in the exact
same condition and packaging that you received it in within 30 days for a full refund of the
purchase price of the part, minus the original shipping charges. Shop By Vehicle. No reviews.
Brand New, Arrives in Genuine Manufacturers packaging. Add To Cart. Full Manufacturer
Warranty. Easy Returns. Product Details and Fitment. These tail lights greatly enhance the look
of your vehicle. Want to have a show car look? Or just something that satisfy your personal
taste? Look no further than our high quality tail lights. Our tail lights are made in high quality
materials to ensure appearance, durability and fitment. Customer Reviews. Warranty
Information. Manufacturer Warranty Some manufacturers offer warranties longer than 1 year.
Our Warranty Coverage We will replace the parts free of charge for any reason not caused by
collision or installation, other human intervention, incorrect application, modifications, use of
the products outside the context of its normal, customary, and intended operating conditions
including without limitation, any form of commercial, fleet, rental or off-road use , or physical
damage for 1 years and only for the vehicle in which the part was originally installed. One Time

replacement. How to obtain a replacement under warranty within the first year. For
manufacturer warranties longer than 1 year. Warranty Voids for discontinued items. Back orders
Occasionally a part may be back ordered from the manufacturer during the warranty period.
Overview of the warranty process In the First year You contact us by phone at or by text at We
troubleshoot your issue by phone. You send the defective item back We send you a
replacement. This warranty does not cover:. Look Here! Does the part include instructions?
Aftermarket parts, and accessories usually include detailed instructions. You might check
YouTube to see if someone has done an install video in the past as well. Im looking for a part
not listed on the site. More about what we sell: We only sell parts that are in high demand, are
hard to find, or in the case of genuine parts, are sold at the new car dealership only. My Vehicle
Brand is not listed. My vehicle is not listed in fitment, will it work? Many parts look the same in
pictures, but in reality, fit or function differently. How fast will I get my shipment? Please
remember transit delays due to Covid are possible. Do you ship outside the USA? We currently
ship to the USA only. What is the return policy? Unfortunately, We can't accept your return if
you have:. Installed or attempted to install or disassemble the part Painted the part. Broken the
part. Lost the original packaging. Believe it or not, this is super important! Don't throw away the
packaging. Auto manufacturers won't accept returns on a part without the genuine OEM
Packaging, so we won't be able to credit you. Even if the part is brand new with no packaging,
we would have to return it to you. Gotten the part wet, or the part has greasy fingerprints. What
are the measurements? We do not keep records of the measurements of the parts that we sell.
All of our parts have been tested and are for a specific vehicle application with certain factory
option packages. If you are planning to use this part for another application or custom project
we may not be your best fit. However, you can rest assured this part you are looking for is for
the vehicle listed it will fit, if not you can get a refund within 30 days. League City, TX For text
only Follow Us. These parts are designed to fit your Chevrolet Cruze like a glove. While making
the final purchase remember to cross check that you have correctly selected Cruze and your
Cruze sub model engine. Why do taillights matter to vehicles? Imagine what would happen if
there were no tail lights in your car or you were driving your car with dysfunctional tail lights.
People who are behind you may not even notice your car on the road. That can lead to a
collision itself. For several important reasons, tail lights are critical: they allow other drivers to
see your vehicle at night, they indicate the direction and movement of your vehicle, they
indicate whether your intention is to turn your vehicle or stop it by the side. They are also
intended for your safety, as driving without tail lights can lead to an accident. If you find that
your vehicle's tail lights don't work out which component needs to be replaced: the led tail
lights, tail lamp or tail light assembly. The market is full of numerous tail lighting brands and
manufacturers. Whether you're looking for original tail lights, custom tail lights or tail light
parts, PartsAvatar has all of them. Tail lighting is critical to your safety and to the safety of
others on the road. They allow other drivers to see your vehicle at night as they show your
vehicle's progress towards the person behind you. Tail lights also indicate the route you plan to
take. When you wish to turn your car into a lane, change lanes or if you want to stop and park it
by the side, they warn others on the route. They are very important for your safety as driving
without tail lights could lead to an accident or collision. Besides their usefulness, the tail lights
have become fashionable today and give a statement of style to your car. In some vehicles tail
lights have very distinctive characteristics that allow you to identify the make and model of the
car even in the dark. Tail lights can also allow you to easily find your vehicle in a busy car park
among several similar vehicles. People today aren't looking for cars with basic rounded tail
lights that illuminate the car's back. Instead of keeping the original light units installed when the
vehicle was purchased they tend to go for flashy aftermarket lights. It also takes little time and
effort to replace these with better features with other light assemblies. So you'll encounter many
vehicles on the road with exclusive headlights, fog lights and tail lights. There is a wide range of
tail lights and tail light parts available on the market for your vehicle: automotive lights such as
car lights, truck lights, industrial tail lights, black tail lights, transparent tail lights, replica tail
lights or tail light sockets and tail light replacement sockets. If you're interested in replacing
your car's old and worn-out tail lights you have to choose from a wide range of lights. You can
opt for LED lights, fiber optic tail lights or personalized tail lights. You can choose from many
new designs and technologies available for modern automobiles. You could just patch or
change the cover, or if your car is dark colored you could use black and smoking light. The LED
light is a type of transistor that emits light when it passes through current. LEDs are better
equipped for vehicles, as they are not affected by the vibrations of the car. They have a very
long life and are able to withstand tough environments. They light up, and are compact, much
faster than the old incandescent bulbs. These can also emit different colors and give greater
light compared to older bulbs. Today the LED technology is being used increasingly for all

purposes of automotive lighting. Tail Lights. Stop Light Vehicle Specific Universal Fitment 6. In
Stock Out of Stock What is Chevrolet Cruze Tail Lights? About Tail Lights The market is full of
numerous tail lighting brands and manufacturers. Learn more about Chevrolet Cruze Tail Lights
Tail lighting is critical to your safety and to the safety of others on the road. Showing 1 - 33 of 33
results. Availability: In Stock. Fitment: Vehicle Specific. Category: Tail Lights. Clear all. Vehicle
Specific. Free Shipping. Qualify for. Still can't find what you need? Contact us. There are 4
choices for the Chevrolet Cruze Tail Light!!! Choose Your Option. We offer an industry leading
1-year warranty on every part type we sell. All of our engines and transmissions carry a 1-year
warranty with optional extensions up to 2 additional years. Claims on engine warranties are
limited to manufacturer defects in the pistons, heads, block, crankshafts, rockers, and oil
pumps. Though additional parts and accessories may be attached upon purchase, coverage
does not extend to sensors, switches, cables, electronics, belts, hoses, water pumps, or
manifolds, nor damage caused through overheating or improper lubrication. Due to the COVID
pandemic, your order may arrive later than expected so please allow an extra few working days
for your order to arrive. We can ship anywhere in the 48 contiguous U. We do not require a core
charge or a return of the old part or engine. The more local you shop, the more you save off the
shipping cost. It typically takes us approximately business days to process a credit back to
your account and business days for the credit to appear on your account. Note all returns and
cancellations require a prior authorization. Terms : All returns and cancellations may be subject
to shipping charges, unless caused by our error or cancelled by the customer prior to shipping.
No returns without prior authorization from the Supplier see Contact Us page. Replacements : It
is company policy that we receive the original auto part back before sending you a replacement
auto part. The original auto part must be returned using the provided shipping label. The
shipping cost for both the original and the replacement auto part is a cost attributed to the
shipper at hand. Note, if these auto parts are not shipped back to the supplier within 30 days of
the delivery date of the replacement part, the buyer's credit card is subject to a recharge for the
initial cost of the original auto part minus the initial shipping cost If you have any questions
about the shipping back of the original part, please contact customer service team at Press 2 for
Returns open Monday-Friday pm EST Or email cs allusedparts. Disclaimer : -Some of our units
used engine, transmission, axle, etc. They will need to be replaced before installation. Common
items that are not guaranteed include but not limited too nuts, bolts, links, seals, bushings, ball
joints, brackets, bezels, wiring, cables, sensors and other applicable items depending on the
part. If they are not serviceable, such as a pressed-in ball joint, they will be guaranteed. The
purchased item may need to be repainted, refinished, or reupholstered for proper color match.
Technical Questions? Contact the webmaster. Shopping Cart: Items. Contact Us. Order
Tracking. Verify Your Part Expand. Select Part Select Make Select Model Select Year Tail Light
for Chevrolet Cruze Attention! Filters 1 Items. Price Mileage Nearby. Description Warranty
Shipping Returns. Nationwide Shipping: Due to the COVID pandemic, your order may arrive
later than expected so please allow an extra few working days for your order to arrive. More
Details Less Details. Update Your Location. Manufactured from top quality components, this is
your best option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs an OE replacement product for your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most
affordable brand name for replacement parts that you need! Replacement is a professional
brand for autobody, lighting parts, electrical, brake, suspension, intake and exhaust, and
cooling and heating products. All Replacement brands include 1-year, unlimited-mileage
warranty. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order.
Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle.
Manufacturer REPC Questions, Answers. Your Vehicle Fit Details. Vehicle Name. Fitment
Information. All Engines. Mounts on Body. Tail Light. Passenger Side, Outer. Recommended
Use:. OE Replacement. With bulb s. Light Source:. Product Fit:. Direct Fit. Quantity Sol
corvet 2005
2009 chevrolet hhr
2000 mercedes
d:. Sold individually. Replaces OE Number:. Replaces Partslink Number:. Interchange Part
Number:. Returns Policy:. Vehicle Fitment Information. Page 1 of 3 Showing 1 - 5 of 11 results.
Product Information. Need help? Call our product expert Warranty Policy. Right parts,
guaranteed. Check out our Warranty Policy for more details. Shipping Policy. We ship fast so
you can get on the road that much faster. Check out our Shipping Policy for more details. Easy
Return Policy. Check out our Return Policy for more details. Customer Reviews. Nov 07,
Received in a timely manner in good shape. Fit perfect. Laura McCaffrey. Purchased on Oct 23,
Sep 22, Super nice I loved. Saul Madrid. Purchased on Sep 02, Sep 09, Will use you agajn.

Perfect fit and ridiculous shipping. Got it in less than 48 hours. Eric Kunesh. Purchased on Aug
25, Show More. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms
of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

